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This week Room 2 have continued learning about shapes. We have been looking at 3D shapes and
working out how many faces, corners and edges these shapes have. Year 2 constructed and
decorated some of theses. We have also been learning about how communication has changed over
time and how much easier it is today to send a message and get a response almost straight away.
We tested this out by sending a text to Mr Dillon and thankfully, he replied quickly! Nate did an
awesome picture of his favourite part of the story “A Lion in the Night” by Pamela Allen.

Mathematics in Room 2 for the earlier part of term 2 saw us
studying shapes in Geometry.
We have been learning to draw and name some two-dimensional
shapes. We studied such shapes as squares, circles, triangles and
right up to octagons.
We also learned to construct some three-dimensional shapes from
paper nets. We learned that there are two families of
three-dimensional shapes: prisms and pyramids. As a challenge, we
tried to construct some complex three-dimensional shapes using
linking cubes and based on a supplied template. The pictures show our
results. You might be able to spot your child’s shapes in the
photos.
At present we are studying statistics and the students are learning
to count results using tally marks and to display their findings on
pictographs and bar- or block-graphs. They are also learning to think
of open-ended questions to find out things of interest.
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18th
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30th

August:

10th Anniversary of Fr Fredy’s ordination. 8th
Zach’s Birthday
Alyssa’s Birthday
11th Board of Trustee’s Meeting
Board of Trustee’s Meeting
September:
July:
2nd
Gab’s Birthday
1st
Kaven’s Birthday
17th Teacher Only Day
8th
Matariki Breakfast 7.30am
23rd Casey’s Birthday
9th
Last day of Term 2, 2021
22nd Board of Trustee’s Meeting
25th Sierra’s Birthday
26th Aria Church’s Birthday
26th First day of Term 3, 2021
October:
1st
Jeoffrey’s Birthday
13th Bethany’s Birthday

Save the Date
Please watch out for your invite to join
The Future of Kavanagh College Rugby
via email.
Monday 21 June 7pm
Come along for a night of consultation
and vision for the next decade of
Kavanagh College rugby. We want your
Remember to bookmark Educa link,
input as we create our plans.
so you can have quick access to keep up
Trudy McBridge
to date with our regular posts.
Kavanagh College

The Sign of the Cross is primarily a blessing. We use it to call God's blessing upon us.
When we make the Sign of the Cross upon ourselves, we are also expressing our belief in God and the
Trinity. Through it, we remind ourselves of God's love for us, of the sacrifice Jesus made to give us
eternal life, and of the presence of the Holy Spirit within us.
The Sign of the Cross also gives us a way to express our belief in Jesus'
death and our hope in the Resurrection.
So while making the Sign of the Cross may sometimes seem like a
routine action, it is not. It marks us as Christians and is a visible
expression of our belief and hope in God.

Please come
to help
celebrate
and
acknowledge
the 10th
anniversary
of Father
Fredy
priestly
ordination.
Mass is at
6pm on the
19th of
June. It
would be
amazing to
support our
wonderful
priest!

